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A compact transmission X-ray microscope has been designed and implemented

based on a cylindrical symmetry around the optical axis that sharply limits the

instabilities due to thermal mechanical drift. Identical compact multi-axis

closed-loop actuation modules drive different optical components. The design is

modular and simplifies the change of individual parts, e.g. the use of different

magnification and focusing devices. This compact instrument can be easily

transported between laboratory and synchrotron facilities and quickly put into

operation. An automated alignment mechanism simplifies the assembly of

different modules after transportation. After describing the design details, the

results of the first tests are presented.
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1. Introduction

Recent technical progress has greatly improved the perfor-

mances of transmission X-ray microscope (TXM) instruments,

notably the space resolution (Yin et al., 2006; Feng et al., 2007;

Wojcik et al., 2010; Kuwabara et al., 2011; Uhlén et al., 2011;

David et al., 2011; Gorniak et al., 2011; Gorelick et al., 2011;

Kagoshima et al., 2011; Chubarova et al., 2011; Mayer et al.,

2011; Koyama et al., 2012; Berujon et al., 2012; Nilsson et al.,

2012; Chao et al., 2012; Rehbein et al., 2012; Chu et al., 2008;

Chen et al., 2008, 2011), opening up entirely new application

domains of this powerful technique. However, the technical

problems are far from being entirely solved. We present here a

new instrument that tackles two of the most critical ones: the

transfer to and from synchrotron beamlines and thermal

instabilities that affect the ultimate performances. The

instrument could actually be suitable for use with non-

synchrotron X-rays sources, further expanding its possible

applications.

The size, weight and fragility of standard X-ray microscopes

are indeed critical issues. A typical TXM instrument, for

example, occupies a large optical table (normally 2 m long)

that is not easy to transport. Putting the instrument into

operation after transport to a beamline is a delicate and

lengthy operation.

Thermal instabilities due to drifts in the local temperature

are another critical problem. A standard TXM has a low-

symmetry design with respect to the optical axis, in which

different optical components are driven by actuators of

different size and shape. As the local temperature varies, the

thermal expansion of such actuators causes variations on the

scale of hundredths of micrometers, with an important impact

on instruments that now reach resolution levels of 10–20 nm

(Chen et al., 2011; Chien et al., 2013; Wu, Hwu & Margar-

itondo, 2012; Wu, Chen et al., 2012). Specifically, thermal

instabilities can blur the images on a scale of a few minutes,

affecting the resolution in many types of studies.

Fig. 1(a) shows a standard actuation system for the optical

components of a TXM, in this case a pinhole. The three

directional (X, Y, Z) actuators are stacked on the optical table;

the typical total height is 150 mm, thus a 1 K temperature

increase changes it by a few micrometers (based on the 17.3�

10�6 m mK�1 and 22 � 10�6 m mK�1 linear thermal expan-

sion coefficients of 304 stainless steel and aluminium). The

standard TXM design places actuators for different optical

components in different orientations to avoid mechanical

Figure 1
(a) Schematic front view of the actuator design for a pinhole model in a
standard X-ray microscope. (b) Similar schematic view of our symmetric
actuator design.
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interference: this, however, induces thermal drifts in different

directions. TXM is now moving towards the 10 nm resolution

level, but no standard instruments design is compatible with

that objective, without extreme control of the local tempera-

ture.

Our design deals with both of the above problems. For

thermal instability, a component like a pinhole, mounted on an

actuator, is placed along the optical axis as shown in Fig. 1(b).

This automatically reduces the effects of thermal expansion

since the component remains along the axis. However, the

thermal expansion of the support posts must also be mini-

mized. In the most recent version of our instrument, this was

achieved by replacing the previously used aluminium posts

with low-expansion Invar modules.

The design with high symmetry with respect to the optical

axis is a key feature of our instruments. Another key feature is

that the actuators for all optical components are identical. This

results in a modular design that makes it possible to change

the instrument components with minimal interference on the

alignment of other components. For example, the magnifying

element can be easily changed, e.g. from a zone plate to a

capillary system and vice versa. In general terms, putting the

components along the optical axis simplifies all alignment

operations.

In addition, the use of identical design for all components

reduces the effects of relative movements due to different

thermal expansion. This complements the benefits of using a

symmetric design.

2. Design of the multi-axis actuation module

The design adopted for all multi-axis actuation modules of our

TXM (see Fig. 2) has a thickness of 21 mm and a diameter

of 140 mm. The module (Fig. 2a) includes the X, Y and Z

actuators with central circular opening of 20 mm. Each

actuator is driven by a piezo stack and the moving range for

each direction can reach 12.5 mm. A stick-slip mechanism

(Niedermann et al., 1988) drives the actuator for coarse

motion, 30 nm per step, whereas the fine-motion piezo stack

delivers sub-nanometer positioning accuracy (patent pending:

US 2013/0188249A1).

The position feedback is provided by an optical encoder

(Mercury II 6000, MicroE system) for each direction, reaching

a 1.2 nm accuracy. The actuator module, as seen in Fig. 2(b),

also provides the control of the angular position as required;

for example, for the sample holder when working in a tomo-

graphic mode. The rotational motion is also driven by a piezo

system, and is monitored by an angular sensor (Ceramic

sensor model 59579, Applied Geomechanics) with a range and

resolution of �80� and 0.001�, respectively.

Fig. 3 shows our TXM, with two parts connected by carbon

fiber tubes. The first part includes the optical components

processing the X-ray beam plus the sample stage. The second

part includes the X-ray imaging system (scintillator, visible

lens and visible detector); its components can be moved

longitudinally. The carbon fiber tubes (38 mm diameter) have

low weight and high rigidity. The total length can be adjusted

by using different combinations of individual segments; this is

required, for example, when using different zone plates for

different resolution and magnification.

Overall, the first part of the TXM (see Fig. 4) includes seven

identical actuator modules, for the condenser, the pinhole, the

sample holder, the magnifying lens (e.g. a zone plate), the
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Figure 2
(a) Schematic three-dimensional drawing of the design of an actuation
module, almost identical for all modules of the TXM. The different
components of the module are shown separated from each other. (b)
Photograph of the rotation module.

Figure 3
Overall view of the entire TXM system. The total length is approximately
2 m.



phase ring and the Bertrand lens. Between adjacent actuation

modules there are spacing barrels that can be filled with

different gases or left under vacuum. A kinematic coupling

mechanism for each barrel provides automatic coarse align-

ment between actuation modules, barrels and the optical axis.

Fig. 5 shows details of the X-ray imaging system. Note that

this system is much less sensitive to thermal drifts than the

X-ray adjustment and sample scanning modules. In this case,

thermal drift can only cause small and easily correctable image

shifts. Even so, we did use the same mechanisms as for the

actuators to achieve a uniform design, as seen in Fig. 5.

3. Test results

This compact TXM system was assembled and successfully

tested in the BL 7C XNI beamline of Pohang Light Source II

(PLS-II), Korea. The beamline provides X-ray photons from a

20 mm-period 70 pole undulator and a double-crystal mono-

chromator. Photon energy is set at 6.5 keV for this test. A glass

capillary condenser (Huang & Bilderback, 2006) was placed

immediately upstream of the specimen to provide the neces-

sary cone illumination. An image field of view of �20 mm �

20 mm is magnified by the Au Fresnel zone plate objectives

(50 nm outermost zone and 900 nm thickness) (Lo et al., 2007;

Chen et al., 2008b) before reaching the imaging system�1.5 m

away from the objective. The imaging detecting system

consists of a 20 mm-thick Tb:LSO scintillator, a 20� visible-

light objective and a CCD (4096 � 4096 pixels, Alta U series,

Apogee Instruments). With the 200 mA electron beam current

of PLS-II operated in top-up mode of constant current, an

image can be acquired in <1 s.

The thermal stability of the instrument was first assessed by

monitoring the position of nominally fixed points of different

modules as a function of time. The measurements were

conducted with laser interferometry. The results systematically

demonstrated position changes of less than 200 nm, stabilized

within minutes, and a long-term drift afterwards of less than

100 nm over a time up to one day or more (Hwu et al., 2013).

The impact of thermal stability on the performances was then

assessed by imaging a standard star test pattern. The recording

time was of the order of tens of seconds per image and images

were recorded over periods of several minutes. Fig. 6(a) shows

a cumulative X-ray image, a sum of the individual images, of

the test pattern. The 30 nm features can be easily distinguished

and confirm the elimination of thermal drift blurring by our

TXM. Fig. 6(b) shows the first and the last of a series of 100
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Figure 5
Photograph of the module in the detection system that converts X-rays
into visible light. The module includes a revolver lens holder providing
different magnifications.

Figure 4
Photograph of the upstream part of the TXM system, showing the
position of the different modules.

Figure 6
(a) Transmission X-ray micrograph of a star test pattern. The features in
the innermost region of the pattern are of 30 nm half-period. Next-level
features, �60 nm half-period, are well resolved by our zone plate
objectives of 60 nm outermost zones. This is the pixel-by-pixel
combination of ten images taken in sequence: the recording time was
20 s per picture corresponding to an overall time of 220 s including
storage. Scale bar: 1 mm. (b) The individual first and last photograph from
a series and the difference image. Scale bar: 2 mm. The artefacts on the
edges of line features are due to refraction-related edge enhancements
that do not affect our conclusions.



images taken at different times, �60 min in between, and the

difference image; they are similar to each other, except the

noticeable difference in the background that is probably due

to the beam instability. Note, however, that even a very small

drift, �30 nm in the vertical direction, is already detectable in

the difference image, and, without stability at this level, it is

unlikely that high-resolution images free from the drift blur

can be obtained during single image acquisition. This result

corroborates the previous conclusion that our TXM assem-

bled from an individually tested nanopositioning system has

made substantial improvement which will be useful in

achieving high-resolution images under low lumination

conditions.

As far as the easy operation is concerned, Fig. 7 shows the

packaging of components for transportation. The optics parts

of the TXM can be packed into one suitcase and the imaging

module into another, qualifying as check-in luggage. The

re-assembly of the components on the beamline can be

completed by two or three people in one hour including the

pre-alignment. The fine alignment takes from a few hours

to a day.

Note that this test was performed in the atmosphere and

suffers from air attenuation for the 6.5 keV photon energy. A

vacuum version under development will further improve the

performance.
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Figure 7
Photograph of TXM modules packaged in a suitcase for transportation.
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